








What are these symbols and 
what do they help you do?



Let’s look 
at some 
examples



GREATER THAN

36 > 18
If the bigger number comes 
first when comparing two 

numbers. Charlie’s mouth will 
face towards the bigger 

number.

36 is greater than 18 so the 
crocodile eats the bigger 

number. The arrow points to 
the right.



GREATER THAN

65 > 50
If the bigger number comes 
first when comparing two 

numbers. Charlie’s mouth will 
face towards the bigger 

number.

65 is greater than 50 so the 
crocodile eats the bigger 

number. The arrow points to 
the right.



LESS THAN

18 < 40
If the smaller number comes 

first when comparing two 
numbers. Charlie’s mouth will 
face away from the smaller 
number to eat the bigger 

number.

18 is less than 40 so the 
crocodile eats the bigger 

number. The arrow points to 
the right.



LESS THAN

48 < 50
If the smaller number comes 

first when comparing two 
numbers. Charlie’s mouth will 
face away from the smaller 
number to eat the bigger 

number.

48 is less than 50 so the 
arrow points to the left.



EQUAL TO

57=57
The numbers are 
exactly the same. 
They are equal to!



Which symbol is it?

49 …32
Explain your answer.



Which symbol is it?

100 …99

Explain your answer.



Which symbol is it?

69 …77
Explain your answer.



Which symbol is it?

28 …36
Explain your answer.



Which symbol is it?

100…100

Explain your answer.



Which symbol is it?

79…79
Explain your answer.



CHALLENGE TIME



Your Turn: Use the 100 square to help you 
compare the numbers using the symbols.



Check your answers!
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Let’s make it spicy!!!!!







Now try comparing 3-Digit 
Numbers
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